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Introduction. A large private operating theatre complex was investigated to address the lack of published South African benchmarks for utilisation. All major theatres were staffed during normal working hours (07h00 - 19h00), emergency cases being provided for on an ad hoc basis through spare capacity.

Methods. An extensive billing database, amounting to 28 991 records of procedures performed during normal working hours and spanning the period October 2007 - February 2010, was data-mined using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) scripts. Theatre utilisation was analysed per day, per theatre.

Results. The results showed an average utilisation of 43% with significant variation in day-to-day operations. If the very underutilised minor theatre was excluded from the analysis, overall utilisation rose to 48%. Individual theatre utilisation ranged from 14% to 61%. An analysis of change in utilisation with time during a day showed that peak utilisation of 71% was achieved at 09h30 (90 minutes after lists start). Utilisation dropped to 25% at the end of the working day and was sustained for some time after hours.

Conclusion. The 48% utilisation observed was significantly lower than the global benchmark of between 70% and 80%.

Methods

Theatre billing records were made available by the hospital for data analysis. The data consisted of 28 991 surgical records from October 2007 to February 2010.

Utilisation was defined as the proportion of available time that a theatre is actually used, as shown in the equation:

\[
\text{Utilisation} = \frac{\text{Time used}}{\text{Time available}}
\]

The time used was calculated as the difference between a patient being clocked in and being clocked out. The time available was recorded as the daily working hours, which were 12 hours from 07h00 to 19h00, every weekday. All major theatres were staffed during working hours; a single minor theatre was in use on only 2 days per week. No theatre was reserved for emergency cases, provision being made for such cases on an ad hoc basis. Theatre changeovers were computed and added to utilisation figures on the assumption that such actions, though not adding value, were essential.

The data were analysed in Microsoft Excel, using the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) scripting language. (Repeating this analysis at other sites is simplified, as the code has been created for such cases on an ad hoc basis. Theatre changeovers were computed and added to utilisation figures on the assumption that such actions, though not adding value, were essential.

The VBA code performed the following functions:

1. The data were validated and verified by checking for:
   a. Data-type errors (were numbers entered in a field where there should be text?)
   b. Format checks (were dates always written the same way, is capitalisation consistent, etc.?)
   c. Presence checks (did every important field contain data?)
d. Uniqueness checks (were there duplicate records?).
2. Erroneous data were repaired where possible, or otherwise deleted.
3. Public holidays and weekends were removed from the data.
4. The overall data were split into separate theatres for targeted analysis.
5. The code analysed utilisation of the theatres on the following assumptions:
   a. Working hours only were counted as ‘time available’ – see the equation above.
   b. All the time during which a patient was clocked into a theatre was counted as ‘time used’.
6. The code calculated a daily utilisation value for every theatre over the 29 months of data analysis. This was done by dividing the hours worked per day in a theatre by the number of working hours available.
7. The data set was statistically analysed to determine the mean and the standard deviation (SD) of each data set:
   a. The mean was given as the average utilisation for each theatre, using the daily utilisation values.
   b. The SD was calculated per theatre, giving a sense of the dispersion of the data – the greater the SD, the less tightly the utilisation rates were clustered around the mean.
   c. A half-hourly analysis was conducted to see how utilisation varied from time to time during a working day.

Results
The data integrity was found to be excellent. Only four records were deleted for obvious errors, amounting to only 0.01% of procedures. These errors included an ending time preceding a starting time, a duplicated record, and two surgeons simultaneously operating on two different patients in the same theatre. Occasional additional minor errors were found, most frequently that surgeon and anaesthesiologist were switched around in the record.

Over the test period 2 240 different procedures (identified by Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes) were performed, of which 1 154 single procedures (51%) were performed more than five times. The number of times an individual procedure was performed ranged from 4 to 1 743. The data showed 12 487 lists during the study period, the average list comprising 2.3 surgical procedures. The mean list duration was 135 minutes (360 minutes being allocated as a rule).

Fig. 1 shows the day-to-day utilisation figures for the theatre complex. The data show clear seasonality with very low utilisation towards the end of December when South Africans, surgeons included, generally take leave. Overall daily theatre complex utilisation ranged from a minimum of 3% to a maximum of 76%. A downward trend in utilisation was shown, possibly indicating the increasing use of medical procedures supplanting surgical operations over time.

The data per theatre are shown in Table 1. It was calculated that there were 630 working days, excluding weekends and public holidays. The total number of minutes for which a theatre was used over the study period is shown, as are the number of procedures performed over the course of the study, per theatre. From this, an average loading per theatre is given.

Fig. 2 shows the overall utilisation of the theatre complex, which was 44%. Theatres had varying utilisation levels, ranging from a low of 14% for theatre 0 to a high of 61% for theatre 9. There were significant SDs for each theatre (indicated by error bars), indicative of high day-to-day variability in utilisation. Utilisation of theatre 0, the minor theatre referred to above, was only 14%, reflecting its use on only 2 days per week. When the data were reprocessed excluding this theatre, utilisation for the complex rose to 48%.

Table 1. Utilisation data for each theatre*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theatre</th>
<th>Total min</th>
<th>Total procedures</th>
<th>Average min/day</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Maximum min/day</th>
<th>Minimum min/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 0</td>
<td>63 639</td>
<td>2 115</td>
<td>336.7</td>
<td>113.7</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 1</td>
<td>187 905</td>
<td>2 042</td>
<td>311.1</td>
<td>167.4</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 2</td>
<td>242 698</td>
<td>4 019</td>
<td>353.3</td>
<td>207.2</td>
<td>1 557</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 3</td>
<td>284 163</td>
<td>1 440</td>
<td>432.5</td>
<td>190.5</td>
<td>1 273</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 4</td>
<td>163 471</td>
<td>1 888</td>
<td>317.4</td>
<td>182.1</td>
<td>2 022</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 5</td>
<td>178 234</td>
<td>3 295</td>
<td>322.3</td>
<td>169.1</td>
<td>1 369</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 6</td>
<td>208 711</td>
<td>2 812</td>
<td>295.6</td>
<td>165.4</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 7</td>
<td>214 912</td>
<td>3 659</td>
<td>311.5</td>
<td>184.4</td>
<td>1 109</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 8</td>
<td>273 627</td>
<td>3 597</td>
<td>426.2</td>
<td>209.5</td>
<td>1 084</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre 9</td>
<td>286 277</td>
<td>4 124</td>
<td>450.1</td>
<td>201.1</td>
<td>1 117</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2 105 329</td>
<td>28 991</td>
<td>2 395.1</td>
<td>1 452.7</td>
<td>5 481</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Standard deviations (SDs) and extreme values are given.
Time taken for theatre changeovers and machine servicing was excluded in line with international standards, wherein these activities are viewed as necessary but not value-adding. Changeover times were well within world best practice,\textsuperscript{15} being an average of 8 minutes and 26 seconds. Utilisation rose to 52% when changeovers were included.

Fig. 3 presents an analysis of diachronic data depicting how utilisation for the theatre complex differs at different times of the day. Utilisation spiked at 09h30 on a working day with a level of 71%; a second minor peak occurred at the commencement of the second list for the day, though it was offset by 90 minutes from the actual starting time of the list. Thereafter utilisation declined towards 25% at 19h00, marking the end of the working day.

\textbf{Discussion}

Academic literature on utilisation of operating theatres in private hospitals in SA is lacking. Nevertheless, a commonly held view that emerged during discussion with hospital managers was that operating theatres in private hospitals are better utilised than those in public institutions. This is ascribed to the commercial nature of private healthcare and the consequent cost drivers that are absent in the public healthcare sector.

While this study showed that utilisation at the selected test site is better than that observed in public institutions, where the range is typically between 30% and 40%, the observed 48% utilisation is significantly below the benchmarked range of 70 - 80%. Several factors may account for this low utilisation, including poor start-time discipline, absence of a good management and duration estimation system, and insufficient surgical patients and ICU beds to function at optimal capacity.

The relatively high utilisation after 19h00 moreover has significant overtime and other cost implications for the hospital. In view of obvious capacity during working hours, and the fact that the majority of cases performed after hours were planned cases, this can be addressed and mitigated.

It can be argued that the hospital studied could perform twice the number of surgical operations, raising utilisation to 96%. Alternatively, it might be concluded that the hospital is overcapitalised and that half the theatres could be shut down with no change in their capacity. The argument can be extended to suggest that the hospital bills its patients to recoup this cost of inefficiency, and that improved theatre utilisation would lead to a reduction in cost recovery from each patient.

Such arguments are, however, potentially flawed, mainly because durations of surgical operations cannot be predicted with certainty and the impact of complications that may arise cannot be ignored. Although utilisation measured longitudinally may be characteristic, utilisation would typically vary from day to day, depending on caseload and the individual nature of procedures. Consequently a heavily loaded day, with overruns, may have significant overtime and patient frustration costs. These can, however, be absorbed by an ‘inefficient’ system.

Nevertheless, significant benefit can be gained from improved scheduling aimed at raising utilisation into a capacity commensurate with theatre capacity. Achieving this goal of improved utilisation sustainably would require good management, more thorough planning and greater understanding of procedure behaviour. This would also impact on the current practice of reallocating theatres for emergency cases from spare theatre capacity.

A more efficient hospital would be exposed to less risk, and costs arising out of idle assets would be reduced. Such a hospital could sustain current levels of earnings with lower patient costs, and would retain greater competitiveness and agility, which in view of the anticipated changes to health policy and practice in SA is surely desirable.

Although this case study was confined to a single hospital site, personal observations at other facilities and discussions with practising surgeons point to the systemic underutilisation of theatre assets in the SA private sector. Repetition of this study at other sites is recommended, utilising the analysis tool which was developed for this study.
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